nCircle Announces Integration with Cyber-Ark's Privileged Identity Management Suite, Expanded
Functionality in Suite360â„¢
February 15, 2011 3:22 PM ET
New features simplify credentials management, deliver a configurable dashboard and expand scan coverage
SAN FRANCISCO â€” February 15, 2011 â€” nCircle, the leader in automated security and compliance auditing
solutions, today announced new functionality in its flagship product line, Suite360, including an interactive, configurable
dashboard, new configuration auditing scan modules and policies, and integration with Cyber-Ark's Privileged Identity
Management (PIM) Suite.
Cyber-Ark Integration
nCircle's integration with Cyber-Ark enables customers to store and manage their IT systems' credentials â€” as required
by authenticated nCircle scans â€” directly in the Cyber-Ark Enterprise Password Vault (EPV), improving security and
simplifying credentials management. nCircle embedded the Cyber-Ark secure API for Application Identity Management,
and the integration provides a single place to manage credentials while safely and securely expanding the scope of scans to
provide a comprehensive view of customers' security and compliance posture.
"Managing credentials is a significant challenge in large enterprises and can be an obstacle to complete network scanning
coverage," said Ric Weeks, vice president of business development at Cyber-Ark Software. "The integration of
Cyber-Ark's PIM Suite with nCircle Suite360 ensures the protection of credentials while reducing management overhead."
"Comprehensive network scanning requires a combination of credentialed and un-credentialed scans," noted Tim Keanini,
CTO of nCircle. "nCircle's integration with Cyber-Ark streamlines our customers' credentials management process and
makes it easier to properly audit the entire network for security and compliance."
Additional New Features in Suite360 include:
Configurable Dashboard with Interactive Widgets
New in IP360, nCircle's market-leading vulnerability and risk management system, is an interactive dashboard that users
can customize with various widgets that provide multiple tools on a single screen to deliver instant access to often-used
features and at-a-glance information about the system. A wide range of new interactive, drag-and-drop widgets are
available, including:
Instant nCircle Focusâ„¢ query
nCircle Twitter feed
Configurable welcome message
Scan on demand
Scans in progress
System memory usage meter
System disk usage meter

New Configuration Auditing Scan Modules and Policies
Configuration Compliance Manager, nCircle's award winning agentless configuration auditing solution, has been expanded
with additional scan modules and policies, including:
Oracle 11g Scan Module
Apple OS X Scan Module
CIS-certified Windows 2008 policy
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CIS-certified Check Point Firewall policy
CIS-certified Oracle 11g policy

nCircle will demonstrate the new features in Suite360 at RSA 2011 on February 15 and February 16, 2011. For more
information, please visit http://www.ncircle.com/rsa.
About nCircle Suite360
nCircle provides the world's most comprehensive suite of solutions for agentless security and configuration auditing for
physical and virtual IT environments. nCircle's solutions combine the broadest discovery of networked systems and their
operating systems, applications, vulnerabilities and configurations with advanced analytics to help enterprises reduce
security risk and achieve compliance. nCircle's solutions include IP360â„¢ for vulnerability management, WebApp360â„¢
for web application vulnerability auditing, Configuration Compliance Manager (CCM)â„¢ for configuration auditing and
file integrity monitoring, Certified PCI Scan Serviceâ„¢ for on-demand self-service PCI scanning, and Suite360 Intelligence
Hubâ„¢ for IT governance, risk and compliance (ITGRC) reporting and analytics.
About Cyber-Ark
Cyber-ArkÂ® Software is a global information security company that specializes in protecting and managing privileged
users, applications and sensitive information to improve compliance, productivity and protect organizations against
insider threats and advanced external threats. With its award-winning Privileged Identity Management, Sensitive
Information Management and Privileged Session Management Suites, organizations can more effectively manage and
govern data center access and activities, whether on-premise, off-premise or in the cloud, while demonstrating returns on
security investments. Cyber-Ark works with more than 850 global customers, including more than 35 percent of the
Fortune 100. Headquartered in Newton, Mass., Cyber-Ark has offices and authorized partners in North America, Europe
and Asia Pacific. For more information, visit www.cyberark.com.
About nCircle
nCircle is the leading provider of automated security and compliance auditing solutions. More than 5,500 enterprises,
government agencies and service providers around the world rely on nCircle's proactive solutions to manage and reduce
security risk and achieve compliance on their networks. nCircle has won numerous awards for growth, innovation,
customer satisfaction and technology leadership and has been ranked among the top 100 best places to work in the San
Francisco Bay Area. nCircle is headquartered in San Francisco, CA, with regional offices throughout the United States and
in London and Toronto. Additional information about nCircle is available at www.ncircle.com.
nCircle is a registered trademark of nCircle Network Security, Inc. All other registered or unregistered trademarks are the
sole property of their respective owners.
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